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Program Roles
- ERA: Performs clean up actions for past Army industrial practices
  - Deputy Asst. Sec. of the Army for Environment, Safety and Occupational Health
- FUSRAP: Performs clean up actions for past Atomic Energy Commission activities
  - Deputy Asst. Sec. Of the Army for Civil Works

Agency Roles
- Project Management: Iowa AAP
- Executing Agency: Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration
- Contractors: Bechtel (Flyover) and Argonne National Laboratory (QA), American Ordnance (Flyover Support)
- Regulators: Iowa Department of Public Health and USEPA, Region 7

Purpose
- Identify areas that have been affected by a release of man-made radioactive isotopes
  and to assist in the determination of areas that have or have not been affected.
- Delineate ERA from FUSRAP areas.
- Ensure no immediate threat to the public exists.

Possible Future Use of the Data
- Future site assessments by FUSRAP
  - Determination of which sites will remain responsibility of the Army under ERA efforts
  - Worker health studies